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The BC Bee Breeders’ Kootenay Queen Testing Project, sponsored by BIDI, BCBBA and the
BCHPA, is well on its way! We have just finished the initial natural drop counts after infesting
the project hives with mites. In July the hives, started from packages in mid May, were
dequeened and requeened with the selected queens. (June, BeesCene, 2006, BC Bee Breeders
Launch Exciting New Project, Beekeepers throughout the province to benefit.)
We were not able to get the SMR stock this year but will try again in 2007. Instead we are using
the best of the packages’ o ffshore queens and two other BC stocks to represent the controls. The
lines we are testing for varroa resistance are: one from Manitoba, two from Saskatchewan, two
from Ontario, and two from British Columbia.
We infested the project hives with varroa mites from 5 highly infested colonies. We used the
sugar shake method to get live mites from the hive’s brood nests and used small paint brushes to
transfer the mites to bees in three hole wooden cages. Then the caged bees with attached mites
were introduced to the hives.
The hives are in three yards. Two of the yards
have hives in two boxes but the third yard has
smaller hives. The yard with the smaller hives did
not have the stimulation of an early honey flow.
Also these hives had more initial queen failures.
Our goal was to establish 100 selected and
control queens. We had to replace 12 package
queens that were dead on arrival and 20 others in
May and June. Rebuilding and augmenting small
units from brood and bees within the yards to
keep the hive numbers up kept the larger units
from bursting ahead. The hives were equalized
twice before being requeened with the selected
queens.
We held a project field day in Grand Forks on
August 20th. This included showcasing our
assessment techniques and giving background
about the project queens. We also shared some
daunting experiences we had sending and
receiving queens by mail courier.
Dr. Marina Meixner, Research Associate at the Washington State University Department of
Entomology gave two talks at the field day. One on the WSU queen breeding project for stocks
with varroa resistance and the second on AFB. She also showed some beautiful slides of her

recent travels to Turkey¡¯s remote Caucasian mountain region. She went there to visit a former
WSU colleague who has moved back to Turkey, and to gather with other bee researches to
review a local bee breeding project.

